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Abstract. It is a significant work to analyze the software behavior. Finding high utility
patterns from software executing network is useful to comprehend the software. Compared
with frequent patterns mining, the concept of utility provides more reliable and available
knowledge. However, it is difficult for users to determine a proper minimum threshold
to predict the exact number of patterns mined by the threshold. To address the issue,
a novel algorithm for mining top-k high utility traversal patterns (named THTP-Miner)
from software dynamic executing graphs is proposed, where k is the desired number of
patterns. In THTP-Miner, software executing traversal sequences are extracted from soft-
ware executing graphs firstly. Secondly, a structure local information list of pattern is
designed to store the useful information. Thirdly, three effective strategies are introduced
to resolve the issue of efficiency, including two methods for raising the threshold and one
pruning for filtering unpromising patterns. Comprehensive experimental results show that
THTP-Miner has excellent performance.
Keywords: High utility traversal patterns mining, Top-k traversal patterns, Software
executing graph

1. Introduction. Software features mining can discover meaningful information and
knowledge from complicated software systems and its executing process. Software search-
ing [1] modeled a software package as a network, which can reproduce the particular
features exhibited by real-world software packages. A dynamic software executing graph
is obtained when a software system performs a task, which is composed of vertices and
directed edges. Every software executing path acquired from software executing graphs
can be considered as a sequence, which has benefit for understanding the software execu-
tion and software security [2,3]. Therefore, how to discover the desirable sequences from
the software execution path is an important work.

Frequent sequential pattern mining [4-6] is to find a set of sequences whose support is
no less than a minimum support. However, it is often difficult for the users to specify a
minimum utility threshold. To handle this, Pyun and Yun [7] proposed the concept of top-
k patterns to extract the pattern of the highest frequency. It follows that finding only top-k
patterns is more attractive and intuitive than producing all the patterns whose support
is above a given threshold. Nevertheless, the traditional frequent patterns consider only
binary frequency values of items and do not disclose the impact of items in databases.
Therefore, the top-k high utility pattern mining emerges as an important topic in data
mining. Yin et al. [8] proposed a novel algorithm to identify top-k high utility sequential
patterns without threshold. In addition, Ryang and Yun [9] raised an efficient algorithm
for mining top-k high utility patterns with highly decreased candidates.
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Software behavior mining plays a significant role in realizing the failure prediction of
software and the features of software system. Li et al. [10] presented an approach to
detect software failure by using the pattern position distribution as features. Note that
the items in software function executing sequences are ordered and continuous, and the
traditional algorithms for mining sequential patterns are not applicable. Therefore, a
two-phase utility mining method [11] is proposed to discover high utility path traversal
patterns. In order to reduce the number of candidates, Ahmed et al. [12] designed an
algorithm for utility-based web path traversal pattern mining. However, these methods
consider only forward references and are not applicable for incremental mining. A novel
framework [13] was presented to handle both forward and backward references, which can
avoid the level-wise candidate generation-and-test methodology.

In this paper, combining with the advantages of utility and path pattern mining, an
effective algorithm (named THTP-Miner) is proposed to mine top-k high utility traversal
patterns from software executing graph. In order to analyze software executing sequences
and rules, a novel structure, local information list of pattern, is designed to store both the
adjacency item and the utility information. Moreover, three strategies are presented to
connect potential high utility traversal patterns as early as possible, which are good for
discovering desirable sequences efficiently. Based on the three strategies, the novel algo-
rithm can be used to analyze software executing paths and software security. Experiments
are executed to verify that THTP-Miner has better efficiency.

The remaining is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the definitions. Section 3 pro-
poses the algorithm THTP-Miner. Section 4 shows the experimental results. Conclusions
are presented in Section 5.

2. Basic Definitions. In this paper, we discuss the software executing traces from func-
tion perspective. In the dynamic execution process of software, it traverses a path to
perform all the requests of functions. This path is a branch of the software executing
graph which represents the call relationships among different functions in a system.

Definition 2.1. Software Executing Graph. Software executing graph called SEG is a
directed graph made up of vertices and directed edges, i.e., G is a 3-tuples (VG, EG, Γ)
where VG is a set of vertices and EG ⊆ VG× VG is a set of directed edges. Γ is a function
that maps labels to vertices and edges.

The vertices and edges represent the functions and their call relationships respectively.

Definition 2.2. Software Executing Traversal Sequence. Software executing traversal
sequence named SETS is a branch of the software executing graph, which is obtained from
root to a leaf. Let F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} be a set of functions. Software executing traversal
sequence is an ordered list of functions, denoted by < froot, f2, . . . , fm, fleaf >, where fj

(2 ≤ j ≤ m ≤ n) in the SETS signifies the jth function called by the sequence. Besides,
froot and fleaf represent the first and the last called function respectively. All of these
sequences form software executing traversal sequence database, which is denoted as TSD.

Definition 2.3. The Utility of Function. The utility of function f in a software executing
traversal sequence S is denoted as u(f, S), which reflects the importance or preference of
function f in the sequence S.

Definition 2.4. The Utility of Pattern. The utility of a pattern P in a sequence is denoted
as u(P, S) and defined as u(P, S) = Σf∈P u(f, S). Besides, the utility of a pattern P in a
database TSD is denoted as u(P ) and defined as u(P ) = ΣS∈t(P )u(P, S), where t(P ) is a
set of sequences containing pattern P in the database TSD.

Definition 2.5. Top-k High Utility Traversal Patterns. A pattern P is called a top-k high
utility traversal pattern if there are less than k sequences whose utilities are no less than
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u(P ). The optimal minimum utility is denoted and defined as σ∗ = min{u(P )|P ∈ Ω},
where Ω means the set of top-k high utility traversal patterns.

Definition 2.6. Local Information List of Pattern. A local information list of pattern
P is a 3-tuples (utility, r-utility, sid) for each sequence Ssid containing pattern P with
the same next element. The utility of a triple is the total utility of the pattern P in the
sequence Ssid, i.e., u(P, Ssid). Ssid is a sequence with its order sid in the database. The
r-utility of a triple is defined as Σf∈Ssid∧f≻P u(f, Ssid), where f ≻ P denotes that f is listed
after j for every j ∈ P . The next element indicates an item which is adjacent to the last
item of the current pattern P in the sequence Ssid.

Besides, the local information list is marked by {pattern, next} which contains the next
element of the pattern. The local information list of pattern is shown in Figure 1.

{pattern, next}

utility r-utility sid

Figure 1. Local information list of pattern

Definition 2.7. Connection of Traversal Patterns. Let the connection of Px be the
pattern that can be got by appending an item y to the pattern Px, where the item y must
be adjacent to the last item x in a sequence.

Definition 2.8. Potential High Utility Traversal Patterns. A local potential high utility
traversal pattern is that the sum of utility and r-utility in the local information lists is no
less than the current threshold σ∗. If the sum is no more than the threshold, the pattern
is called unpromising.

3. Mining Top-k High Utility Traversal Patterns. In this section, the algorithm for
mining top-k high utility traversal patterns from software executing graph is proposed, in
which three strategies are applied to improving the threshold quickly.

3.1. Strategy 1: Pre-insertion. The pre-insertion strategy inserts the utilities of both
the 1-sequences and s-sequences into the TKSList before the iterative process of mining.

A list TKSList is a fixed-size sorted list, which is used to maintain the top-k high utility
sequential patterns dynamically, and a minimum utility σ∗ is set to prune unpromising
candidates. Initially, TKSList is empty and σ∗ is 0. Once the k sequences are found,
σ∗ is raised to the least utility in the TKSList. After that, a candidate satisfying the
current threshold is inserted into TKSList, then the candidate with least utility value in
the list is pruned, and thus σ∗ will be raised to the least utility in the updated list. In
the meanwhile, a hash table T is used to record the real utility of every distinct item. All
of these items are actually 1-sequences and they are inserted into TKSList.

3.2. Strategy 2: Sorting connection order. The sorting strategy is used to order the
potential high utility sequential patterns by its sum of utility and r-utility and raise the
threshold shortly.

It follows from definitions that the local potential high utility sequences should be
calculated quite early, which are more likely to improve the current threshold. Thus, all
of the patterns are ordered by the sum of utility and r-utility in the local information
lists. This strategy effectively identifies local potential high utility patterns which can be
connected and prior to those low utility candidates.
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3.3. Strategy 3: Filtering unpromising patterns. The strategy filters unpromising
patterns in the process of connection by checking an upper bound of utility in local
information lists of patterns.

Assume that the pattern P ′ is a connection of pattern P , and t(P ) is a set of sequences
containing P . Because of P ⊆ P ′, we can know that t(P ′) ⊆ t(P ). So we can find an
upper bound of utility with respect to any connection of the pattern P .

Example 3.1. Table 1 represents a database TSD, F = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} is a set
of items appearing in TSD and k = 3. The pair (f, u(f, S)) represents the utility of
function f in the sequence S. The SU is the utility of the sequence. Originally, TKSList
is {12, 11, 10} with the corresponding patterns a, S2, S5 by using Strategy 1 and σ∗ =
10. The local information lists of the items are built to preserve available information.
Secondly, the sum of utility and r-utility of the items in F with the same next element
is calculated and the values are {9, 21, 6, 14, 13, 4, 4, 3, 4, 3, 4, 1, 1, 1} respectively. Then,
these lists are ordered to connect local potential high utility patterns. Finally, the ordered
local information lists satisfying the threshold are showed in Figure 2. For instance, {a, c}
means the item of a is the highest potential high utility item with the next element c.

Table 1. An example of TSD

Ssid Sequences SU
S1 (a,2)(b,3)(f,3)(g,1) 9
S2 (a,5)(c,3)(e,3) 11
S3 (b,2)(f,4)(h,1) 7
S4 (c,4) 4
S5 (a,3)(c,2)(e,4)(f,1) 10
S6 (a,2)(d,4) 6

utility r-utility sid

5 6 2

3 7 5

utility r-utility sid

3 4 1

2 5 3

utility r-utility sid

3 3 2

2 5 5

{a, c} {b, f} {c, e}

(a) the pattern {a} with

next element c

(b) the pattern {b} with

next element f

(c) the pattern {c} with

next element e

Figure 2. Ordered local information lists satisfying the threshold

3.4. The THTP-Miner algorithm. The algorithm of mining top-k high utility traver-
sal patterns denoted as THTP-Miner is described in Algorithm 1. The input parameters
are software dynamic executing graphs, and the database TSD is obtained by traversing
the software executing graphs. The first phase Pre Insertion is called to raise the thresh-
old by the utilities of both 1-sequences and s-sequences. The second phase is Connection
process which can connect all potential high utility patterns iteratively.

In Pre Insertion procedure, the TKSList is used to store the top-k high utility candi-
dates dynamically. If the size of TKSList is less than k, the new potential high utility
pattern is inserted directly into list. Another case is that the size is equal to k, and the
threshold is set to the least utility of TKSList immediately. After that, a new candi-
date satisfying σ∗ is inserted into list and the least utility candidate will be eliminated.
Meanwhile, the threshold is updated.

The procedure Connection follows a pattern-growth method to mine the top-k high
utility traversal patterns. These local information lists are ordered by the sum of utility
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and r-utility. For every pattern Pi in Ordered Local Lists, if the sum of utility is no less
than σ∗, we will call the Pre Insertion to put the pattern into TKSList directly. If the
pattern Pi is promising, the connection of Pi with its next element Pn is implemented
to construct a new local information list. After the lists of patterns starting with Pi are
obtained, the Connection process is called with the parameter lists iteratively.

Algorithm 1: The THTP-Miner algorithm

Input: software executing graphs SEG
Output: a set of top-k high utility traversal patterns
1. Generate TSD by traversing the Software Executing Graphs in the DFS way
2. itemUtilityMap ← calculate every different item and its total utilities in TSD
3. itemList ← store all different items in TSD
4. TKSList ← initialize to an empty list and set the threshold σ∗ to 0
5. k ← the desired number of high utility traversal patterns
6. for every sequence S in TSD do
7. Call Pre Insertion(S) to improve σ∗ by the s-sequence
8. for every every item f in itemUtilityMap do
9. Call Pre Insertion(f) to improve σ∗ by the 1-sequence
10.for every item f in itemList do
11. New Initial List ← construct an initial Local Information List
12. Local Information Lists ← Local Information Lists ∪ New Initial List
13.Call Connection(Local Information Lists) to connect potential patterns iteratively

Procedure: Pre Insertion
Input: a sequential pattern S
Output: an ordered list TKSList containing top-k high utility patterns
14. if TKSList.size < k then
15. insert u(S) into TKSList
16. if TKSList.size == k then
17. set the threshold σ∗ to the least utility of patterns in TKSList
18. if u(S) > σ∗ then
19. delete the least utility of TKSList and insert the new utility u(S) into TKSList
20. update σ∗ to the least utility of the new TKSList

Procedure: Connection
Input: Local Information Lists
Output: a set of all high utility traversal patterns
21. Calculate the sum of utility and r-utility of Local Information Lists
22. Ordered Local Lists ← order these lists by the sum of utility and r-utility
23. for every list of Pi in Ordered Local Lists do
24. if its sum of utility ≥ σ∗ then
25. Call Pre Insertion(Pi) //by strategy 1
26. if its sum of utility and r-utility ≥ σ∗ //by strategy 3 then
27. for every list of Pn in Local Information Lists do
28. if Pn is the next element of Pi then
29. {PiPn} ← connect Pi and Pn

30. New list ← construct a new Local Information List of {PiPn}
31. Lists ← Lists ∪ New list
32. Call Connection(Lists)
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4. Experimental Evaluation. In this section, the proposed method THTP-Miner is
evaluated on a variety of datasets. We compare THTP-Miner with THTP+PS, THTP+
PF, THTP+F and EUWPTM [12]. THTP+PS and THTP+PF are two approaches
without filtering and sorting strategies respectively. THTP+F is a method only with
strategy 3. Note that, in the experiments, we use optimal parameters for the utility-based
web path traversal patterns mining algorithm (EUWPTM), in order to mine the same
number of patterns as the case of THTP-Miner. All the algorithms were implemented in
Java and these experiments were performed on 64 bit Windows 7 ultimate, Xeon CPU
E5-2603 @1.80GHz, 8G Memory. Two datasets, Mushroom and BMS, were used in the
experiments, which can be downloaded from SPMF [14].

4.1. Runtime. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the total run time of each method with the
k varied. The execution time of EUWPTM which needs to calculate projected databases
iteratively is much worse than others, while THTP-Miner considers continuity characteris-
tics of software executing traversal sequences, only when the utility of pattern connecting
its next adjacency item exceeds the current threshold σ∗, we continue to traverse. Also, it
can be observed that THTP-Miner can raise the threshold shortly than THTP+PF due
to the strategy of sorting connection order, and thus the time is less than THTP+PF.

Figure 3. Runtime on BMS

Figure 4. Runtime on Mushroom

4.2. Memory usage. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the memory usages of these algorithms.
Considering the performance results, EUWPTM consumes the most memory even though
the threshold obtained by the corresponding k in top-k algorithm is optimal. It is caused
by the fact that EUWPTM needs to store a great number of projected databases. The
memory usage of THTP+F is also greatly large due to the absence of pre-insertion strategy
and sorting strategy.
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Figure 5. Memory usage on BMS
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Figure 6. Memory usage on Mushroom

4.3. Pruning ability. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the pruning ability of THTP-Miner.
Because the threshold determined by the number of high utility patterns is optimal, the
candidates generated by EUWPTM are the fewest. As shown in Figure 7, THTP+PF
produces a smaller number of candidate patterns than THTP+F when the k is 100-300
on BMS. This is because THTP+F starts the mining from 0 while THTP+PF does not,

Figure 7. Candidates on BMS

Figure 8. Candidates on Mushroom
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and pre-insertion directly prunes certain unpromising patterns and raises the threshold
σ∗ shortly. Besides, we can observe that THTP-Miner can generate less candidates than
THTP+PF and THTP+F. As a result, we can get the conclusion that THTP-Miner has
stronger pruning ability than others.

It is worth noting that the accuracy rate of the algorithm THTP-Miner may be reduced
by raising the threshold quickly in the mining process.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we have proposed an efficient algorithm named THTP-
Miner for mining top-k high utility traversal patterns which can be obtained by traversing
software dynamic executing graphs in DFS way. The structure, local information list of
pattern, is presented which can provide not only utility information about the pattern but
also a next element for connecting promising patterns. Moreover, a pre-insertion strategy
is proposed which can raise threshold quickly. Two strategies sorting connection order and
filtering unpromising patterns are also developed to connect potential high utility patterns
as early as possible so as to increase σ∗ shortly. Experimental results indicated that the
proposed strategies significantly reduced the considerable search space and decreased the
number of generated candidates substantially. In the future, we are going to apply our
algorithm in some more complex real software executing graphs.
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